
MATH DAY 2008 at FAUCompetition A{IndividualSOLUTIONSTHE QUESTIONS1. One of the fators of x4 + 4 is(A) x2 + 2 (B) x+ 1 (C) x2 � 2x+ 2 (D) x2 � 4 (E) NASOLUTION. x+ 1 and x2 � 4 an be exluded at one; both have real zeroes and x4 + 4 does not. One an exludex2 + 2 for a similar reason; it has purely imaginary zeroes and x4 + 4 does not. C seems like the most likely answer.To be absolutely sure that the answer is not E, we divide x4 +4 by x2 � 2x+2 getting a quotient of x2 +2x+2 and aremainder of 0.Alternatively, we an notie diretly thatx4 + 4 = x4 + 4x2 + 4� 4x2 = (x2 + 2)2 � (2x)2 = (x2 � 2x+ 2)(x2 + 2x+ 2)The orret solution is C.2. The degree of (x4 + x+ 2)5 � (x4 + x� 3)5 as a polynomial in x is(A) 20 (B) 19 (C) 18 (D) 17 (E) 16 (F) NASOLUTION. Reall (using Pasal's triangle, for example) that(a+ b)5 = a5 + 5a4b+ 10a3b2 + 10a2b3 + 5ab4 + b5:Expanding (x4 + x+ 2)5 � (x4 + x� 3)5 = ((x4 + x) + 2)5 � ((x4 + x)� 3)5 one gets(x4 + x)5 + 10(x4 + x)4 + 40(x4 + x)3 + � � �� (x4 + x)5 + 15(x4 + x)4 � 90(x4 + x)3 + � � �The power 5 terms anel. One sees that the highest remaining power of x is 16, with a oeÆient of 25.The orret solution is E.3. What is the oeÆient of x in the polynomial (1 + x) + (1 + x)2 + (1 + x)3 + � � �+ (1 + x)n?(A) n(n+ 1) (B) n(n+ 1)=2 (C) n (D) n+ 1 (E) NASOLUTION. The oeÆient of x in (1 + x)k is � k1 � = k, thus the oeÆient of x in the given polynomial is1 + 2 + � � �+ n = n(n+ 1)2 :Alternatively (1 + x) + (1 + x)2 + (1 + x)3 + � � �+ (1 + x)n = (1 + x)n+1 � 1xand the question an be reformulated to: What is the oeÆient of x2 in (1 + x)n+1? The answer is � n+ 12 � =n(n+ 1)=2.The orret solution is B. 1



4. The symbol jxj means x if x is not negative and �x if x is not positive. The number of solutions of the equationjxj2 + jxj � 6 = 0is (A) 0 (B) 1 (C) 2 (D) 3 (E) 4SOLUTION. By the quadrati formula, or by inspetion, one sees that the roots of the equation r2 + r� 6 = 0 are 2and �3. Of these, only 2 an be the absolute value of a number. Thus jxj = 2, hene x = 2 and x = �2 are solutions(and the only solutions).The orret solution is C.5. If x+ y = 10; and xy = 20, then 1x + 1y is:(A) 110 (B) 12 (C) 1 (D) 2 (E) 4SOLUTION. If x+ y = 10 and xy = 20, then1x + 1y = x+ yxy = 1020 = 12The orret solution is B.6. If the points (2;�3), (4; 3), and (5; k=2) are on the same straight line, then k equals:(A) 12 (B) � 12 (C) � 12 (D) 6 (E) � 6SOLUTION. The slope of the line determined by (2;�3) and (4; 3) is (3 � (�3))=(4 � 2) = 3; the slope of the linedetermined by (4; 3) and (5; k=2) is (k=2� 3)=(5� 4) = (k � 6)=2 Sine both lines have to be the same, (k � 6)=2 = 3.Thus k = 12.The orret solution is A.7. The arithmeti mean (average) of a set of 50 numbers is 38. If two numbers, namely 45 and 55, are disarded, themean of the remaining set of numbers is:(A) 36:5 (B) 37 (C) 37:2 (D) 37:5 (E) 37:52SOLUTION. Let S be the sum of the 50 numbers. Sine the average is 38, we must have S = 38 � 50 = 1900.Disarding 45 and 55 leaves us with 48 numbers adding up to 1900� (45+ 55) = 1800. The average is 1800=48 = 37:5.The orret solution is D.8. How many positive integers, inluding 1 and 756, are there that exatly divide 756?(A) 6 (B) 18 (C) 24 (D) 36 (E) NASOLUTION. One way of getting an answer of whih one an feel sure is to notie that if we fator 756 into primeswe get 756 = 22 � 33 � 7:It follows that a number is a divisor of 756 if and only if it is of the form 2a � 3b � 7 where a = 0; 1, or 2; b = 0; 1; 2or 3;  = 0 or 1. That is, there are 3 possible values for a, 4 for b and 2 for . The total number of divisors is thus3� 4� 2 = 24.The orret solution is C. 2



9.� Determine the smallest positive number that has a remainder of 1 when divided by 3, of 3 when divided by 4, and of 4when divided by 5. Enter your answer diretly on the answer sheet.SOLUTION. If you know how to work this out with ongruenes, that is the best way of doing it. However, thisproblem has a small enough solution and it an be found by guessing or inspetion. If we simply write out numbersthat have a remainder of 1 when divided by 3, of 3 when divided by 4, of 4 when divided by 5, we see that 19 is the�rst number in all three lists.The number to be entered should be 19.10.� The sum of three numbers is 98. The ratio of the �rst to the seond is 2=3, and the ratio of the seond to the third is5=8. Determine the value of the seond number. Enter your answer diretly on the answer sheet.SOLUTION. If the numbers are a; b;  then a+ b+  = 98, a=b = 2=3, and b= = 5=8. Then a = (2=3)b,  = (8=5)band 23b+ b+ 85b = 98;solving, b = 30.The number to be entered should be 30.11. The expression 2 +p2 + 12 +p2 + 1p2� 2 is equal to:(A) 2 (B) 2�p2 (C) 2 +p2 (D) 2p2 (E) NASOLUTION. Notie (2 +p2)(p2� 2) = �2. Thus2 +p2 + 12 +p2 + 1p2� 2 = (2 +p2)(2 +p2)(p2� 2) +p2� 2 + 2 +p2(2 +p2)(p2� 2)= (�2)(2 +p2) + 2p2�2 = 2:The orret solution is A.12. By adding the same onstant to eah of 20, 50, 100 a geometri progression results. The ommon ratio is:(A) 5=3 (B) 4=3 (C) 3=2 (D) 1=2 (E) 1=3 (F) NASOLUTION. Let a be the onstant added to eah number, r the ratio of the three term geometri progression. Then50 + a20 + a = r = 100 + a50 + a :From (50 + a)=(20 + a) = (100 + a)=(50 + a) we get a = 25, hene r = (50 + a)=(20 + a) = 5=3.The orret solution is A.13. Charles has 5q + 1 quarters and Rihard has q + 5 quarters. The di�erene in their money in dimes is:(A) 10(q � 1) (B) 2(4q � 4)=5 (C) 5(q � 1)=2 (D) 2(q � 1)=5 (E) NASOLUTION. The di�erene , in quarters, is 4q � 4 = 4(q � 1). Sine one quarter equals 2:5 dimes, in dimes thedi�erene is 2:5 � 4(q � 1) = 10(q � 1) dimes.The orret solution is A. 3



14. Peter takes 4 hours to paint a wall of a ertain length. Paul takes 6 hours to do the same job. If both are to paint awall twie as long, Paul beginning at one end, Peter at the other, how muh time would it take them to omplete thejob? (A) 5 hours (B) 5 12 hours (C) 4 12 hours (D) 4 hours 48 minutes (E) 5 hours 12 minutesSay that the wall that Peter paints in 4 hours, Paul in 6, has length L. Let T be the time it took Peter and Paul to�nish painting a wall of length 2L. If Peter painted a length a of that double wall, Paul a length b (a+ b = 2L), thenT=4 = a=L, T=6 = b=L; adding T=4 + T=6 = (a+ b)=L = 2. It follows that1T = 12 �14 + 16� = 524; T = 245 = 4:8:(T is the harmoni mean of 4; 6). Sine 0:8 of an hour equals 48 minutes, the time is 4 hours and 48 minutes.The orret solution is D.15. A wheel with a rubber tire has an outside diameter of 25 inhes. When the radius has been dereased a quarter ofan inh, the number of revolutions of the wheel in one mile will:(A) be inreased about 2% (B) be inreased about 1% (C) be inreased about 20%(D) be inreased about 0.5% (E) remain the sameSOLUTION. A wheel of radius r rolling (without slipping, of ourse) for a distane d will have ompleted d=2�rrevolutions. The perentage inrease in the number of revolutions if the radius is dereased by a (measured in the sameunits as r) is thus 100 d2�(r � a) � d2�rd2�(r � a) = 100ar :In our ase the r = 25=2 = 12:5; this works out to 100 � (0:25)=12:5 = 2.The orret solution is A.16. In the puzzle sudoku, one �lls in a 9 by 9 square grid with numbers from the set f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9g, with exatlyone ourrene of eah of these numbers in eah row, one in eah olumn, and one in eah of the nine 3 by 3 boxes.Suppose that you are onstruting suh a puzzle, and have �lled in the upper left 3 by 3 box ompletely. How manypossible arrangements of numbers remain for the upper right 3 by 3 box?(A) 1; 082 (B) 12; 096 (C) 40; 324 (D) 362; 880 (E) NASOLUTION.We may as well assume that upper left square is �lled with the numbers in order:1 2 34 5 67 8 9In �lling the upper right square we have the following options:(a) We an use the numbers 4, 5, 6 in the �rst row. This fores us to use 1, 2, 3 in the third row and 7, 8, 9 in theseond row. Sine eah one of these sets of three numbers (f4; 5; 6g, f1; 2; 3g, f7; 8; 9g an be arranged in 3! = 6di�erent ways, we have 63 = 216 hoies.(b) The same analysis applies if we use 7, 8, 9 for the �rst row. Again we have 216 hoies.4



() We an selet two numbers from the set f4; 5; 6g and one from f7; 8; 9g for the �rst row. This an be done in� 32 � � � 31 � = 9 di�erent ways. Say we selet 4; 5; 7. As before these an be arranged in 3! = 6 di�erent waysas entries for the �rst row. The two remaining elements of the set f7; 8; 9g (8, 9 in the example at hand) mustbe plaed in the seond row, plus one additional element from the set f1; 2; 3g. This element an be hosen in� 31 � = 3 di�erent ways. After this, the elements of eah row are deided; the only question is whih of the 6possible arrangements we use. The total number of hoies is thus:� 32 � � � 31 � � 3! � � 31 � � 3! � 3! = 5832hoies.(d) The same analysis applies if we selet two numbers from f7; 8; 9g, one from f4; 5; 6g for the �rst row. Another5832 hoies.This exhausts all possible hoies. Counting:216 + 216 + 5832 + 5832 = 12096:The orret solution is B.17. 10 boys and 10 girls are to be seated in a row. What is the probability that no two boys or two girls seat next to eahother? (A) 10!20! (B) 10! � 10!20! (C) 10! + 10!20! (D) 2 � 10! � 10!20! (E) NASOLUTION. The total number of di�erent ways we an arrange the 10 boys and the 10 girls is 20!. To ount thenumber of ways they an be seated so that no boy nor girl sits next to a boy or girl, let us number the seats from 1 to20. We an then seat all the girls in odd numbered seats, the boys in even numbered seats, or vie-versa. There are 10!di�erent ways of seating all the girls in odd numbered seats, 10! ways of seating all the boys in even numbered seat, sothat if we go that route we have 10! � 10! di�erent seatings. We have the same number of di�erent seatings if we deideto seat all boys in odd numbered seats, the girls in the even numbered ones. In all, we have 2 � (10!)2 di�erent ways ofaomplishing the objetive.The orret solution is D.18. If 4x � 4x�1 = 24, then (2x)x equals:(A) 5p5 (B)p5 (C) 25p5 (D) 125 (E) 25 (F) NASOLUTION. 4x � 4x�1 = 4x�1(4� 1) = 3 � 4x�1 thus 4x � 4x�1 = 24 implies 4x�1 = 8. Sine 8 = 23 it is onvenientto write = 22, getting 22(x�1) = 23, hene 2(x� 1) = 3. From this we onlude that 2x = 5, x = 5=2 = 2 12 , thus(2x)x = 55=2 = 25p5:The orret solution is C.19.� If � is an aute angle and tan� = 4, then sin(2�) an be written in the form a=b, where a; b are positive integers withno ommon divisor other than 1. Enter the value of a+ b in the answer sheet.SOLUTION.We �nd �rst the values of os�, sin�, for example by drawing a right triangle with angle � and horizontalleg of length 1, vertial length of length 4. The hypotenuse is then of length p17 so that os� = 1=p17, sin� = 4=p17.Now sin(2�) = 2 sin� os� = 2 � 1p17 � 4p17 = 817 :The number to be entered should be 25. 5



20.� What is the last digit (unit digit) of 22008? Enter your answer diretly on the answer sheet.SOLUTION. looking at the �rst few powers of 2, we see that the last digits display a lear pattern:2; 4; 8 16; 32; 64 128; 256 : : : ;the pattern is 2; 4; 8; 6 repeated again and again. When the power is a multiple of 4, as 2008 is, the last digit is 6.The number to be entered should be 6.21.� The sum of the roots of the equation xlog5 x = 625 an be written as a fration a=b where a and b have no ommondivisor other than 1. Enter the numerator a diretly on the answer sheet.SOLUTION. Taking log5 of both sides of the equation, we get (log5 x)2 = log5 625 = 4, thus log5 x = �2, so that theroots are 52 = 25 and 5�2 = 1=25 and 25 + (1=25) = 626=25.The number to be entered should be 626.22. The area of a irle insribed in a regular hexagon is 100�. The area of the hexagon is:(A) 600 (B) 300 (C) 200p2 (D) 200p3 (E) 200p5SOLUTION. The side of a hexagon irumsribed to a irle of radius r is 2r=p3, as an easily be dedued using abit of geometry. The hexagon is thus made up of 6 equilateral triangles of sides 2r=sqrt3 (and height r) and from thiswe onlude that its area is 6�12 � 2rp3 � r� = 6r2p3 = 2p3 r2:In our ase, the irle has area 100�, thus r = 10 and 2p3 r2 = 200p3.The orret solution is D.23. The base of an isoseles triangle is 6 inhes and one of the equal sides is 12 inhes. The radius of the irle through theverties of the triangle is: (A) 8p15=5 (B) 4p3 (C) 3p5 (D) 6p3 (E) NASOLUTION. The radius of the irumirle of an isoseles triangle of base a, equal sides of length b and height h isr = b2=2h. To see this, onsider the following piture:

A B
C
ODO is the enter of irle, thus r = jOAj = jOBj = jOCj. WE also have jABj = a, jACj = jBCj = b, jADj = h. Applyingthe theorem of Pythagoras to the right triangle ADO, we getr2 = jAOj2 = jADj2 + jDOj2 = �a2�2 + (h� r)2 = a24 + h2 � 2rh+ r2:6



Considering that (again by Pythagoras) h2 + (a2=4) = b2, the formula follows. In our aseb = 12; h =rb2 � a24 = p144� 9 = p135 = 3p15:We get r = 144=(6p15) = 8p15=5.The orret solution is A.24. Three lines are drawn from a point P . Two of them are tangent to a irle at A and at B, respetively; the third oneintersets the irle at C and at D. If the lengths of the segments AC, CB, DB are jACj = 6, jBCj = 3, jBDj = 4,determine jADj.
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C bDPHints: Two useful theorems are: The measure in radians of an angle with its vertex on a irle and sides formed bya tangent and a seant is one half the length of the interepted ar. The measure in radians of an insribed angle ina irle is one half the measure of the interepted ar. One immediate onsequene of these theorems is, for example,\PAC = \PDA. There are more equal angles oating about.(A) 6 (B) 8 (C) 10 (D) 12 (E) NASOLUTION. As mentioned in the hint, \PAC = \PDA. Obviously \APC = APD. Thus the triangles 4APCand 4DPA are similar. Thus jACjjAP j = jDAjjDP j ; hene jADjjACj = jPDjjPAj :Similarly 4BPC and 4DPB are similar andjBCjjBP j = jDBjjDP j ; hene jBDjjBCj = jPDjjPBj :Sine jPBj = jPAj, we see that jADjjACj = jBDjjBCj , thusjADj = jACj � jBDjjBCj = 6 � 43 = 8:The orret solution is B. 7



25. Three irles are plaed between two lines as in the diagram. The irles are tangent to the lines, and the middle irleis tangent to the two other irles. If OP = 12 and the radius of the largest irle is 5, determine the radius of thesmallest irle.
b

PO
(A) 8081 (B) 8180 (C) 9p80 (D) p8081 (E) NASOLUTION. Consider �rst the situation of two general irles plaed between two lines, so they are tangent to eahother and the lines.

b

bCEbb

Q PO
In the piture, C is the enter of the larger irle, E of the smaller irle. Set R = jCP j the radius of the larger irle,r = jEQj, the radius of the smaller irle. Let us also set A = jOP j and a = jOQj. Notie that 4OEQ and 4OCPare similar right triangles. Now jOCj2 = A2 +R2;jOEjjOCj = rR ;jOEj = jOCj �R� r:The �rst equation is due to the theorem of Pythagoras, the seond to similarity of triangles, and the third one isobvious. Solving the seond and third equations for r and jOEj we getr = R(jOCj �R)jOCj +R ; jOEj = jOCj(jOCj �R)jOCj+R :8



Thus a =pjOEj2 � r2 = jOCj �RjOCj+RpjOCj2 �R2 = A jOCj �RjOCj +R:As it turns out, a is not needed.Going armed with this to the problem at hand, taking R = 5 and A = 12, thus jOCj = p122 + 52 = 13, we �nd thatthe middle irle has radius r = 5(13�5)=(13+5) = 20=9, and its enter is at distane 13(13�5)=(13+5) = 52=9 fromP . We now simply have to swith irles, the middle irle beomes the large irle, the third irle the small irle.We �nd the radius of the small irle by applying the formula for r with R = 20=9 and jOCj = 52=9. We getr = 209 � 529 � 209 �529 + 209 = 8081
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